Issues pertaining to the production and consumption of corporate websites and online games remain relatively unexplored.This study examines the cultural production of a free, downloadable rugby game and parallel website for Adidas
INTRODUCTION
In relation to the increased flexibility of capital and accumulation of private wealth concomitant with globalization (Teeple, 1995) , it is of little surprise that, since the 1990s, the internet has emerged as an innovative but unpredictable electronic landscape. Multinational corporations are no longer offering visual spectacles to seduce target markets and differentiate brands; instead, contemporary post-Fordist marketing strategies are encouraging local audiences to engage the cybernetic spectacle and create their own personalized relationship with commodity signs (Castells, 2001) . Given the global visibility and cultural centrality of sport, it is not surprising that 'the greatest war for market share is with regard to sports websites' (McChesney, 1999: 174) .These electronic sporting spaces have emerged as significant battlegrounds for multinational corporations to locate and interact with premium consumers and sports fans, who are regarded as the most 'rabid of internet users' (Grover, 1998: 188) . Indeed, as Schiller explains:
For this purpose, the advertising community had already begun to fix on one of a handful of 'old-standby' program genres with a demonstrated global popularity: sports and games, in a plethora of formats and business models. Games in turn engaged the potential implicit in the first of cyberspace's critical typifying features: its interactivity. (1999: 130) Arguably, the evolution of new media technologies and the increasingly sophisticated and interactive promotional operations of multinational corporations at the global-local nexus (Morley and Robins, 1995) necessitate a critical examination of corporately-controlled electronic spaces of consumption. Such issues are particularly relevant in relation to concerns over the corporate colonization of the internet (Poster, 1997) and the prodigious expansion of corporate sign wars (Goldman and Papson, 1996) as multinational corporations voraciously attempt to accumulate market share and brand visibility in the e-economy (Castells, 2001) . A timely and relevant example of such issues surrounds the release of an online game and sport community entitled 'Beat Rugby' in 2000 for Adidas's sponsorship of New Zealand's iconic rugby team, the All Blacks (Hope, 2002) . Produced by the interactive department of Saatchi & Saatchi Wellington, Beat Rugby was the first free downloadable rugby game that connected to the internet with a scoring and point system.The electronic promotional apparatus targeted a specific niche of Adidas's company-wide target market of 12-20-year-olds referred to as the 'Jeeks': male, sports-loving, computer-literate teenagers. Complete with e-commerce capability, the broader website also featured chatrooms which allowed participants to interact with, and virtually experience, a branded (trans)national sporting cybercommunity, courtesy of Adidas. However, the focal point of the promotional apparatus was a three-month online rugby tournament that saw the eventual winners, the virtual 15 All Blacks, flown to New Zealand to meet their 'real' counterparts in August 2001.
Following the commitment of cultural studies 'never [to] lose sight of the conditions of existence which both enable and constrain practices of cultural production and consumption' (Storey, 2003: 51) , this case study examines a range of issues pertaining to the production and consumption of Beat Rugby. In conjunction with the continued emphasis on production within cultural studies (du Gay, 1997; Hall, 1980; Johnson, 1986-7; Kellner, 1997) , a bourgeoning body of 'practice-based literature ' (McFall, 2002) has explored the cultural production of contemporary advertising campaigns and the work routines of cultural intermediaries (Bourdieu, 1984; Cronin, 2000; Featherstone, 1991; Miller, 2003; Nava, 1997; Nixon, 1997 Nixon, , 2003 . However, besides an examination by Myles (2004) of the role(s) and symbolic power of cultural intermediaries in relation to the development of civic and community networks, there remains a dearth of academic investigation pertaining to the production of electronic promotional campaigns and corporate websites. Following Nixon's (2002) argument to discard neo-Marxist models of determination, this study locates Beat Rugby within a range of contextually-specific and interrelated cultural, economic, technological and institutional conditions of production.These include Adidas's global marketing aims and objectives in 2000-1, Beat Rugby's local network enterprise (Castells, 2001) , and a range of power relations relating to the production and consumption of the game, including Saatchi & Saatchi's interaction with participants and the agency's decision to censor critical messages against Adidas.The analysis, in turn, highlights issues pertaining to the global cybersporting audience's engagement with the game and the cultural intermediaries who, as a result of their location in the 'premium spaces of virtual production' (Myles, 2004: 471) , played a critical role in monitoring the commercial cyber-environment.
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
This study is part of a broader project which employed a multiperspectival and multimethodological framework based on a modified circuit of culture (du Gay et al., 1997; Hall, 1980; Johnson, 1986-7) to examine the production, representation and consumption of Adidas's local and global advertising campaigns for the multinational corporation's sponsorship of the New Zealand All Blacks. Consequently, this study draws from a range of industry documents and interviews conducted with Fraser Holland, the New Zealand Rugby Union's marketing manager, and Howard Greive, a member of Saatchi & Saatchi's creative team responsible for the Adidas account.The aim here is to reconstruct the historical context surrounding Adidas's sponsorship of the All Blacks in 2000 and the broad commercial network of relations between Adidas, New Zealand Rugby Union and Saatchi & Saatchi. Indeed, a key issue and method for a radically contextual cultural studies relates to historical specificity and locating cultural artefacts or phenomena 'within the wider social, political, and even global, context' (Saukko, 2003: 21) . As Grossberg simply notes: 'context is everything and everything is context for cultural studies ' (1997: 255) .
Specific information pertaining to the production of Beat Rugby was obtained from semi-structured interviews conducted with two members of Saatchi & Saatchi's interactive team: the project's creative director,Tom Eslinger, and the game's lead designer, Brian Merrifield. A range of micro-relations of production were discussed, including the game's exceedingly complex creative and promotional processes, and several consumption issues relating to the agency's interaction with participants.While this article draws from a range of industry and media documents that outlined issues pertaining to the production and consumption of Beat Rugby, a few were key. Specifically, Saatchi & Saatchi's submission for the 2000-1 New Zealand Post Sports Sponsorship Awards provided a range of contextual information on the production of Beat Rugby (Adidas, 2001) . Meanwhile, the advertising agency's submission for the 2001 Communication Agencies Association of New Zealand media awards (Saatchi & Saatchi, 2001 ) outlined a number of challenges and issues that Saatchi & Saatchi faced with respect to the production of Beat Rugby.The analysis also draws from the Saatchi & Saatchi Online New Zealand website (www.saatchinzonline.com), which provided a case study of the production of Beat Rugby to promote the agency's creative reputation.Three media documents outlined additional contextual information and background on the Beat Rugby experience (Eslinger, 2001; Long, 2000; 'They're Playing Our Game Over There', 2001) . In their totality these sources provided a detailed picture of the particular frameworks of knowledge and institutional assumptions that constituted the production of Beat Rugby and outlined a range of issues pertaining to its consumption.This article begins by contextualizing Adidas's sponsorship of the All Blacks in 2000 and the conjunctural circumstances surrounding Saatchi & Saatchi's decision to develop a global and interactive commercial campaign for its client.
THE ADIDAS ALL BLACKS IN 2000
On 1 July 1999, Adidas signed a five-year deal estimated at NZ$100 million with the New Zealand Rugby Union to become the principal sponsor of the New Zealand All Blacks.Through its local advertising agency, Saatchi & Saatchi Wellington, the multinational sporting corporation initiated extensive New Media & Society 9(3) advertising campaigns to localize the Adidas brand in New Zealand and globally showcase the particularity of the All Blacks and Maori culture prior to the 1999 Rugby World Cup. However, following the All Blacks' surprise capitulation to France in the semi-final of the Rugby World Cup, an emasculating crisis of national identity erupted in New Zealand. Notably, this crisis was constituted by a bitter local indictment of Adidas and Saatchi & Saatchi for excessively commodifying the All Blacks, who were collectively accused of succumbing to the lavishes of professional rugby and abandoning traditional amateur values of humility (Scherer and Jackson, 2007 ). Adidas's subsequent local marketing campaign was consequently produced as a humorous and quirky commercial response to soothe public criticism and re-image the All Blacks and the Adidas brand while delivering 'locally on Adidas's worldwide marketing objective of being globally cool' (Saatchi & Saatchi, 2001) . In a similar vein, in 2000 the multinational sporting corporation sought to leverage their sponsorship of the All Blacks globally in relation to three marketing objectives: to reconnect with a core global audience (sports fans aged 12-20); to maintain a relationship with the All Blacks and reaffirm Adidas's commitment to rugby followers; and to use rugby to keep Adidas at the forefront of 'what's cool' (Saatchi & Saatchi, 2001) . In this sense, Adidas's global advertising campaign for its sponsorship of the All Blacks needs to be understood as inseparable from the multinational sporting corporation's global brand communication strategies which were developed to meta-communicate the Adidas brand personality as 'globally cool' and to promote the company's philosophy of partnership, 'not ownership with athletes and sporting institutions' (Adidas, 2001) in relation to company's ongoing sign war with Nike.
Continuing to cultivate Adidas's association with the All Blacks would prove difficult due to the lack of a major international rugby tournament, the dominance of the 2000 Sydney Olympics and Euro 2000 on the international sporting horizon, and the unexpectedly poor performance of the All Blacks at the 1999 Rugby World Cup. Furthermore, following the expense of the inaugural global advertising campaign for its sponsorship of the All Blacks in 1999, Adidas significantly reduced its local and global marketing budgets in 2000. Such budgetary restrictions functioned as an institutional framework of knowledge that operated within Saatchi & Saatchi's initial creative discussions, and ultimately limited the agency's utilization of television as a commercial medium to promote Adidas's sponsorship of the All Blacks globally in 2000. In lieu of these issues, the creative team quickly understood that, in order 'to re-engage the strong rugby relationship Adidas built through the All Blacks partnership in 1999', they 'had to explore other communications options to reach the global audience' (Adidas, 2001) .
Interestingly, according to the lead designer, the idea to develop an electronic and interactive spectacle emerged rather casually, reinforcing that Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games 'advertising product emerges as the necessary, sometimes accidental, result of the constraints under which it was made' (McFall, 2002: 149): [I]t was more the right time and the right place. I think Tom mentioned it over a conversation at lunch one day to the lead above-the-line creative and they were doing all the posters and television commercials and he loved the idea and it went from there . . . And they brought it to the client and that's when the ball started rolling. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) Following these initial discussions, the creative team formally involved the agency's Wellington-based interactive department to develop a fiscallyresponsible, internet-based promotional campaign to coincide with the All Blacks' end-of-year tour in Europe.These contextual circumstances are outlined by Beat Rugby's creative director, who also speaks to the freedom enjoyed by the creative team during the initial stages of the campaign's development:
[A]fter [the All Blacks] came back [from the World Cup] and they were ranked the fourth best rugby team, the campaign for the following year was downsized quite considerably because obviously it wasn't a World Cup so the budget had to come way down.We had the opportunity to do basically whatever we wanted to do as long as it was promoting the All Blacks overseas on their northern hemisphere tour and in the southern hemisphere as well.The brief came into the team and we felt we would be able to reach Adidas's core market of computer-literate, games-frantic, sports-loving youth, particularly male, using the internet and online gaming as something to engage them in a completely different way than had been done traditionally with television. It was partially driven by the budget: there simply wasn't millions of dollars to spend on television producing or airing television commercials around the world, and the audience they were trying to reach was a lot more savvy toward the internet. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) It is notable that Saatchi & Saatchi's decision to utilize the internet as a promotional medium was not driven by Adidas, but emerged as a lateral solution developed in relation to the multinational corporation's broad commercial brief to communicate with a new target market referred to as the 'Jeeks':
In the global sports wars, the 12-20-year-old target audience is critical.To a large extent, it is [the] attitudes among these kids that dictate how the rest of the market sees each brand . . . Specifically, the idea that carried the campaign was internet gaming -a pastime that matches the core target psychographic.The idea developed from thinking of the internet as a competitive arena, and Adidas as the brand which truly understands what sport and competition is all about. (Eslinger, 2001: 37) Indeed, industry representations of the consumer (often achieved through market research) are an integral component of the establishment of commercial relations between anxious producers, cultural intermediaries and consumers (Lury and Warde, 1997; Nixon, 2002) , and played a determinant role in the production of Beat Rugby.
New Media & Society 9(3)
According to Beat Rugby's creative director:
They [Adidas] came to us with a general brief to promote the All Blacks postWorld Cup which was sort of them being a completely different team and a completely different brand proposition from when they went in the year before that . . . So we went to them with a proposal to use the internet; there was absolutely nothing in the brief that said you have to create a website and game, to engage a completely different audience and to look at a completely different side to the team. (Baudrillard, 1988) and fascinate an increasingly media-savvy and discerning postmodern populace.Thus in this instance, Saatchi & Saatchi recognized the currency of new media technologies to re-articulate the Adidas brand and the company's sponsorship of the All Blacks as globally cool through an interactive promotional campaign (Eslinger, 2001) . 1 However, developing an interactive game to communicate with a new audience and rebrand Adidas's sponsorship of the All Blacks as globally cool was a relatively ambitious and risky proposition for Saatchi & Saatchi, simply because it was unprecedented. Moreover, the development of an electronic campaign broke with Adidas's highly successful, albeit expensive, inaugural television and print advertising campaigns. Consequently, the agency had to convince its client of the value and feasibility of an untried electronic and interactive promotional endeavour.As Beat Rugby's creative director explained:
Adidas didn't go,'Why aren't you making us a television commercial?' They said, 'Well, how specifically are you going to reach this audience?' Basically, strategically it fit really well.There was quite a lot of risk, but a calculated risk for us to be launching a game for Adidas online because they had never done it before. In fact, it was the first free downloadable online game that actually connected to the internet and a scorings and points system. So, Adidas was a bit freaked out about it. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) Thus, in this instance, Adidas's venture into cyberspace was not simply a 'natural' economic extension of its global accumulation strategies, but the result of a number of contextually-specific economic, cultural, technological and institutional pressures and creative constraints operating within a local cultural community, including Saatchi & Saatchi's creative ambitions. Indeed, such commentary is emblematic of contemporary cultural-economic Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games understandings of advertising as the product of multi-directional and negotiated articulatory processes between advertising agencies and their corporate clients (Leiss et al., 1990) . Nevertheless, from Saatchi & Saatchi's perspective, the internet was the perfect medium to assist in leveraging Adidas's association with the All Blacks and to reach an increasingly media-savvy and global teenage audience with minimal expense. More specifically, the agency valued the electronic and interactive promotional strategy for three reasons:
1) The internet is the world's fastest growing communications tool, and is already one of the most popular ways for sports fans to keep in touch with their favourite players, teams and competitions. 2) This provided a fantastic creative opportunity to develop a truly groundbreaking campaign for Adidas to interact with the global teenage audience. It provided a great opportunity to start building an online rugby community of All Blacks/rugby fans. 3) Significantly, it did not require any media support from the individual country media budgets. It could be totally funded out of Adidas international. (Adidas, 2001 )
ARTICULATING PRODUCTION WITH CONSUMPTION: BEAT RUGBY'S LOCAL NETWORK ENTERPRISE
The cultural production of Beat Rugby was constituted by a complex, reflexive and negotiated labour process which involved 'many specialized operations by many different people' (Scott, 1999: 810) . In many ways this contextual labour process is emblematic of what Castells refers to as a network enterprise:'an organizational form built around business projects resulting from the cooperation between different components of different firms, networking among themselves for the duration of a given business project ' (2001: 67) . Most of the pre-production development was done from Saatchi & Saatchi's Wellington office while the agency also employed external contractors. As Beat Rugby's creative director explained:
Yes, we did the entire thing in-house including building the game . . .We have a really tight team of contractors that are basically all former guys that used to work for me either here at Saatchi & Saatchi or in another life, and they work almost exclusively for us, so the core team here in Wellington is creative and flash programming and sort of the directory programming-type guys and the only person that didn't work inside the office, sitting right beside us, was the guy who set up all the points engines for the game connecting to the internet and being able to log your score online. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) Besides highlighting the sophisticated levels of technological and cultural capital possessed by the cultural intermediaries at Saatchi & Saatchi, such commentary highlights a flexible production process -the agency's reliance on subcontractors with additional skills and knowledge -a key factor for the New Media & Society 9(3) production of e-business (Castells, 2001 ) and, by extension, the importance of personal connections within the global interactive advertising industry and the virtual production class. Indeed, as Scott (1999) has noted, the geographic concentration of skilled and localized labour networks within cultural communities such as those in Wellington, the creative epicentre of New Zealand (McNickel, 2001) , has important implications for enhancing creativity and innovation within the e-economy.The value of such a localized network was noted also by the lead designer:
In terms of speed it is absolutely necessary: if there is any distance you are immediately increasing your development times, so it's a lot faster and a lot easier to bounce ideas off of each other. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) Similar sentiments were echoed by Beat Rugby's creative director:
The good side about it was the idea of the game being downloadable and being able to hook up to the internet: it was an idea we had that we were just bashing around the office, and the good thing is that we were given the opportunity to do it for a big international brand rather than doing it for somebody quite small that you wouldn't actually have the scale to actually test whether your idea was workable or not . . . So, we got to do a lot of stuff and we got to break a lot of conventions about the way you market things on the internet with Beat Rugby, so that was really good. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) Such comments in many ways confirm Soar's (2000) expanded circuit of culture, which suggests that cultural intermediaries often act as reflexive producers and consumers throughout a creative process which channels cultural capital within a range of intra-organizational networks prior to its introduction to the public domain.
While symbolic material can be often the result of habitual, unreflexive and well-established routines of cultural intermediaries (Negus, 2002) , the production of Beat Rugby was constituted by non-routine and, at times, radically unstructured creative practices. For example, taxing labour conditions, which appear to be pervasive within the internet industry (Castells, 2001) , were exacerbated by additional temporal factors, a lack of financial resources and the agency's experimentation with a number of untried technological components. As the lead designer explained:
It had never been done before, so we were pushing the boundaries of the technology that we had available to us, so was unknown territory, which makes it quite hard and time-consuming. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) Similar sentiments were noted by the game's creative director:
Beat Rugby was hard because we had to learn some really hard-and-fast rules about the way the internet came together and the way things were coming Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games together on the internet at the time.The downside of it was that it nearly killed our team.We had people working, like, 100 hours a week and we had people completely throwing their toys out of the cot, and the thing was that Adidas's support of the agency at the time wasn't this huge amount of money, or a huge revenue opportunity for us. So the thing is, that there is [sic] only six people on our team, so . . . you only have six people working those number of hours and we were running two shifts for a while because we would basically do our work all day, and then start over again at eight at night and go through until five or six in the morning for three months to match up with the northern hemisphere. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) Such comments exemplify the particular cultural intermediary habitus common to this organization and highlight a stressful culture of production with respect to the creative development of Beat Rugby: Adidas's entire 2000-1 global advertising campaign for its sponsorship of the All Blacks and Saatchi & Saatchi's creative reputation rested upon this process.The quote also highlights the peculiar position of cultural intermediaries who, in contrast to the technoclass, are reliant on corporate sources of economic and technological capital and, according to Myles, embody 'the contemporary equivalent of the "Protestant work ethic": entrepreneurialism, aggressive competition, individualism and corporate loyalty ' (2004: 472) .
Extending Soar's (2000) argument, while Beat Rugby was developed primarily by the interactive team, the general creative team responsible for the entire Adidas account at Saatchi & Saatchi also were heavily involved throughout in a complex intra-organizational creative process. As Beat Rugby's creative director explained:
Yeah, strategically everything that we do, that we do online, we work as an integrated part with the rest of the agency's creative offering, strategic offering, and media offering, and that sounds like quite a lot of bullshit when you say 'integrative synergy' and all those buzzwords, but what we actually do is we take the best parts of all the brief and if the proposition is to do it on television we might work alongside the television team, and just do graphics and things coming from the internet. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) Beat Rugby's production was complicated further by the direct involvement of the New Zealand Rugby Union throughout the game's creative and promotional process.The New Zealand Rugby Union are actively involved and heavily consulted with respect to any commercial endeavour that leverages the All Blacks brand. As the New Zealand Rugby Union's marketing manager explained: 'we sign off on every step along the way . . . when it involves our brand' (personal communication). Indeed, while most critical research on advertising acknowledges the importance of client-agency relations in structuring production processes and affecting advertising content (Leiss et al., 1990; Lury and Warde, 1997) , the interactive team at Saatchi & Saatchi were effectively negotiating with two clients, Adidas and the New Zealand Rugby Union.While some agencies have found the New Media & Society 9(3) involvement of the New Zealand Rugby Union to be overtly regulatory and stifling, according to Beat Rugby's creative director the rugby union's presence facilitated the creative process:
The cool thing about working with the All Blacks and working with the rugby union in particular is they have a very good sense of self and what their brand is and is not. So, we can concentrate a lot more clearly on what we have to deliver creatively, so it makes our job a lot easier because the brand itself and the history and legacy of the All Blacks and the rugby union in New Zealand in particular, you know, it's a very clear thing to work with . . . you are just building on a body of work in the same way that the All Blacks build on them. Such commentary is reminiscent of Gruneau's (1989) observations on the elective affinity of the interest groups associated with the production of a televised sporting spectacle, in his case a World Cup ski-race.With respect to the production of Beat Rugby, the New Zealand Rugby Union, Adidas and Saatchi & Saatchi had a vested interest in working together to ensure that equity is added to each of the brands involved in the commercial process, including Saatchi & Saatchi's, whose products are effectively advertisements for its creative reputation.
While the production process surrounding Beat Rugby involved a number of interest groups and a range of constraining and enabling pressures, four specific objectives served as an institutional framework of knowledge that assisted Saatchi & Saatchi's production of an interactive consumption experience: 1) To create a 'world first' for Adidas on the internet, that engages our global teenage audience with the Adidas and the All Blacks brands. 2) To bring to life the awesome power and mystique of the All Blacks brand online. 3) To move well beyond traditional sports website content by taking advantage of the growing phenomenon of online games. 4) A game experience that brings to life the whole challenge of playing rugby and ultimately becoming an All Black -or in this case a virtual All Black. (Adidas, 2001) Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games
In relation to these four objectives, a problematic issue that structured the agency's production of Beat Rugby related to the difficulties of convincing a discerning teenage audience to access the website and download the game. As such, the interactive creative team's assumptions about its computer-literate, cynical, and media-savvy target audience were a determinant factor in the decision to make the game and website accessible and as easy to download as possible. For example, a key production criterion and frame of reference for the creative team was:'Is this thing as cool as a song that these guys would download? ' (Eslinger, 2001: 37) . Consequently, Beat Rugby was manufactured specifically for low to medium-specification computers and internet bandwidth, and utilized lower resolution players and limited colours; the game's size was around 4Mbs, or the average size of a medium-quality mp3 file.
In addition, the game's development was shaped by the availability (or lack thereof) of technology that would facilitate interaction. As the lead designer explained:
We developed it using Director and we were quite limited in the amount of polygons we could have on screen at once, so it was all processor-intensive, it didn't use any graphics cards, which was a plus as well because it meant that anybody could play it. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) Beyond making the game as accessible as possible for a global audience, Beat Rugby was produced specifically to stimulate ongoing interaction with the Adidas and All Blacks brands. For example, new players were required to complete several practice sessions offline until they reached 50,000 points, thereby demonstrating a minimum level of skill of the game's four core components: kicking, scrummaging, sidestepping and tackling. Participants were then invited by email to play trial matches online against other Beat Rugby players around the world. Following the completion of each match, the game automatically connected to the Beat Rugby site to upload scores and rankings. After scoring 100,000 points, participants were invited to play scheduled test matches where they could win Adidas prizes and eventually play for a place in the coveted virtual All Blacks. 2 Matches were scheduled according to Swatch 'Beat Time' 3 to ensure minimum confusion over timezone differences; participants were provided with a customized desktop clock that announced matches, highlighting the existence of conventional time as a social construction (Poster, 2001) . As a postmodern consumption-oriented spectacle, Beat Rugby existed as a computer-generated hyperreal experience, a technosocial reality (Holmes, 1997) which, while consumed and experienced locally, was ultimately placeless, compressing and reconceptualizing time and space.
To appeal further to a global teenage audience, Saatchi & Saatchi employed a range of culturally-specific promotional devices to articulate the Adidas brand with the power and mystique of the All Blacks. For example, the New Media & Society 9(3) interactive team created a dark and menacing opening trailer which effectively served as a cybernetic advertisement, a reminder that processes of production are themselves cultural phenomena (du Gay, 1997). Echoing earlier remarks, the lead designer outlined the production of an entertaining opening trailer that incorporated images from Adidas's highly successful global television commercial 'Black' which articulated the Adidas brand with the particularity of Maori culture:
We worked closely with the above-the-line creatives on this project as well who had built up this whole brand of the cultural side of New Zealand and around the haka, and the commercial 'Black' had just been made, so we took some stills from that and we got a Maori carver to carve the panels that appeared on the top of the letter-boxing, and they had specific meanings like strength and teamwork. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) While 'Black' was designed as a primal scary televised advertisement (Primal Team, 1999) , the cybernetic promotional trailer featured a pastiche of black and white images of the current All Blacks intertwined with indigenous imagery torn from New Zealand's historical context: a close-up Maori warrior's aggressive and intimidating glare complete with facial tattoo.The trailer concluded with an image of five All Blacks performing the Ka Mate haka and the audio of the final and only line of the haka heard in the trailer 'Hi!' to signal the end of the official challenge to the virtual audience to begin playing Beat Rugby.
The promotional process surrounding Beat Rugby was equally complex and employed a range of new media technologies in addition to a significant amount of offline branding. For example, Saatchi & Saatchi developed print and 15-second television advertisements, while online agents covertly infiltrated chatrooms and discussion groups related to sport and rugby to develop interest in Beat Rugby ('They're Playing Our Game Over There ', 2001) . Paid online advertisements were placed on world rugby sites while the agency created 'shamateur' sites to promote Beat Rugby specifically ('They're Playing Our Game Over There', 2001). Meanwhile, 'allblacks.com' and 'Swatch.com' promoted the game, highlighting the coordination between multinational corporations with a vested interest in aligning their corporate brands with the All Blacks. Elsewhere, trailers for Beat Rugby and interactive banner advertisements were deployed purposefully on the internet while fivesecond television commercials aired in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and the UK. At the same time, the All Blacks actively promoted the game by wearing Beat Rugby merchandise on tour in France, Japan and Italy. Furthermore, Adidas's local office and global marketing office in Amsterdam were involved throughout the promotional processes, which also required the participation of Saatchi & Saatchi's global network of agencies. Such a complex and integrative process is important because it points to the massive Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games global promotional network behind the online commercial campaign, and highlights the continued significance of traditional media activity in supporting interactive campaigns within the cluttered commercial landscape.
To sustain participation and facilitate consumption, Saatchi & Saatchi focused on personalizing the Beat Rugby experience. For example, at the conclusion of the opening trailer viewers were automatically redirected to create a personalized nickname and password to access to the main page of the website, the Beat Rugby locker room, which was designed to facilitate additional interaction with the Adidas and All Blacks brands.While members of the public are not allowed inside the 'real' locker room, Beat Rugby provided access to a virtual representation of an extremely exclusive and sought-after cultural, hypermasculine (Curry, 1991; Kane and Disch, 1993) , and in this instance, commercialized space. Inside the dark virtual locker room, participants were able to access six lockers, five of which featured the names of prominent All Blacks and contained instructions for Beat Rugby, historical information about the All Blacks, specific information about Adidas products and access to chatrooms, message boards, screensavers and the global leaderboard. Meanwhile, the sixth locker featured the participant's nickname to create a symbolic and interactive membership with the All Blacks.The locker also redirected participants to a separate screen where they could challenge friends to play Beat Rugby and purchase Adidas products online.That is, besides promoting ongoing personalized interaction, Saatchi & Saatchi clearly designed Beat Rugby to move product: the site's e-commerce capability was undoubtedly an attractive feature for Adidas. Further, Beat Rugby enabled Adidas to generate demographic and consumption profiles of participants. For example, upon registering, participants were required to complete a questionnaire that solicited information regarding their age, gender and Adidas product preference among other demographic information. According to Beat Rugby's creative director, this information was used by Adidas to create targeted emails to the rugby community (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003).
ENGAGING BEAT RUGBY: SOME POWER RELATIONS IN HYPERREALITY Thanks in part to the marketing machinations of an extensive promotional network, the impact of Beat Rugby was significant:
During the three month Beat Rugby season, over 120,000 people visited the site. Of those 43,000 downloaded the game and played in the competition.That is a 30% conversion rate, which is largely unheard of in the online world.We now enjoy a dialogue with 40,000 new online rugby All Black fans who also migrate over to allblacks.com. (Adidas, 2001) New Media & Society 9(3)
Beat Rugby undoubtedly facilitated a range of electronic consumption and communication experiences and fostered a complex form of virtual togetherness (Bakardjieva, 2003) for a global audience of post-fans (Giulianotti, 1999; Redhead, 1997) who possess the technological and cultural capital necessary to engage, often cynically, contemporary media artefacts. While the 15 virtual All Blacks were from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, the UK and the USA, other participants were from Brazil, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Peru and Poland also (Adidas, 2001) . In this sense, Beat Rugby mobilized the affective investment of participants from other nations by providing them with the opportunity to represent New Zealand virtually by reimagining their national sporting identities without renegotiating their citizenship, exemplifying the conflation of local and global identities in cyberspace (Poster, 2001) . It is also notable that Beat Rugby was, much like the hypermasculine sport of rugby, a distinctly masculine environment and gendered transnational electronic community. Or, as the lead designer simply noted, it was a 'guy thing' (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) .While access to the Beat Rugby databases was unavailable, anecdotal evidence suggests that most of the game's participants were consistent with the target demographic and virtual consumption class of male, 12-20-year-old sport-loving computer fanatics. As the lead designer explained:
[T]hey were a crazy bunch of people, if you could imagine very heavy computer users who are also sports nuts and you've almost got this ubergeek, or jock-geek, and one of the terms they came up with for the people we were trying to target were 'jeeks'. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) Consequently, arguably it is not surprising that of the 15 virtual All Blacks, only one was female. Moreover, given the relative technological sophistication and amount of leisure time required to participate in the three-month tournament, it is probable that the Beat Rugby audience was, for the most part, well educated and less likely to include users from lower socioeconomic levels.This is consistent with other observations about the demographic profile of cybersport audiences (McDaniel and Sullivan, 1998) and post-fans who eschew 'bourgeois cultural elitism while bringing middle class discernment to their engagement with popular culture' (Hughson et al., 2005: 102) .
Highlighting the pervasive influence of the agency, once Beat Rugby was tested successfully and approved by Adidas and the New Zealand Rugby Union, the cultural intermediaries at Saatchi & Saatchi played an ongoing role in providing technical support and maintenance for the game and website, in addition to interacting with the Beat Rugby audience. According to the game's lead designer, surprisingly, the unique task of interacting with passionate and technologically shrewd participants occurred through an array of communicative channels:
Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games It was almost as big a learning curve as developing the game. It was the first time that we developed a game that you downloaded to your hard drive and the development time was so short, so it was really interesting what happened when it went out.The community communicated with us, and some of them even found out who made the game and were ringing us directly, so it was quite interesting. I think that helped because it was such a community event that they felt their feedback was taken on board, like if there were any problems they were fixed. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) It is notable that a zealous national cybercommunity of (post-)All Black fans emerged within the broader Beat Rugby community.While participants undoubtedly engaged the virtual community of Beat Rugby for a variety of reasons and motivations that are generally indicative of broader cultural trends of immobile socialization (Bakardjieva, 2003) , it is likely that the opportunity to be a virtual All Black appealed to many New Zealanders who grew up in a hypermasculine culture that passionately idolizes the All Blacks. However, as the creative director explained, communicating with the national cybercommunity of All Blacks fans posed its own challenges:
[O]nce you set up these communities and you build a national cybercommunity you have to be really careful and . . . respectful about the way you talk to them. They could tell when you were sending something that wasn't from the All Blacks, or, let's say, you send out a message from the team that said something like: 'We're playing at Twickenham this weekend, and thanks for all your messages of support' then it would be signed by Taine Randell.Then you would get people that would respond to that email and say 'Taine, I saw you playing in 1993 and do you remember me' and they wouldn't get a response back. So, they would get on to the message boards and say 'Taine Randell is a dick, and I sent this email and he didn't respond'. And then you'd get 50 other people on there saying, well that email wasn't really from Taine Randell. So we had to start putting things into messages saying, 'Please do not respond to this message' but in a manner that wasn't a generic message, but 'This is a message from Taine for everyone', and then they would pipe down. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) Besides speaking to the highly-personalized nature of the interactive process between participants and the cultural intermediaries at Saatchi & Saatchi, and the affective investment of many All Blacks fans in the Beat Rugby message boards, such commentary highlights an uncharacteristic naivety that is not generally associated with the game's target audience of media-savvy, cynical post-fans.
That being said, rather than being seduced by the precession of simulacra within the electronic spaces of hyperreality (Baudrillard, 1994) , some participants actively sought to transform the code of Beat Rugby into a contested cyberterrain. Despite existing as a monitored, branded consumption experience, the game's interactive capacity and discussion boards also New Media & Society 9(3) stimulated a range of resistant possibilities for a technologically sophisticated audience. As the creative director explained:
The Beat Rugby database that ran the scoreboard actually got hacked a couple of times and those are the sorts of things that you just sort of think, it's just part of the internet, and if you put something out there someone might try and break in. So we had to develop patches for the game and we had to communicate that to the community.The message boards just went nuts.You'd get people that would go on there and go, 'I've got an idea about how to hack the game, here's my email address and come and talk to me offline.' So, you would know who people are and that they were trying to infiltrate the game. Besides highlighting a specific and contentious communication issue, such comments also illuminate the interactive team's pragmatic awareness of hackers who, despite being categorized as 'terrorists' and 'criminals' (Nissenbaum, 2004) , continue to disable corporate websites effectively. In a similar vein, the cultural intermediaries at Saatchi & Saatchi were confronted with the task of monitoring the message boards for vulgarity and critical comments directed at Adidas.That is, to paraphrase Stuart Hall (1983) , the agency quickly discovered that there were no guarantees surrounding the articulation of Beat Rugby or the Adidas brand with the lived realities of participants. As the creative director bluntly explained: 'You would go through and people would be saying ''fuck Adidas, fuck this, fuck that'' ' (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003). Given the disappointing performance of the All Blacks at the 1999 World Cup, the Beat Rugby website emerged as an accessible site through which individuals could critique Adidas and its sponsorship of the All Blacks. It is also likely that the anonymity and pseudonymity of the internet granted individuals, from whatever nationality, an increased level of comfort and freedom to criticize Adidas and resist its corporate brand communication strategies. Arguably, the critical postings against Adidas point to a disjuncture between the lived realities of New Zealanders and other netizens, and broader global processes: in this case, Adidas's commodification of the All Blacks.
The attempts to disable Beat Rugby and the presence of critical or vulgar commentary created an ongoing dilemma for Saatchi & Saatchi. On the one hand, the agency wanted to promote as much interaction with the Adidas brand as possible.Yet in so doing it exposed its client to hackers and embarrassing comments that jeopardized Adidas's global marketing goals. Exhibiting a substantial level of symbolic power, the cultural intermediaries at Saatchi & Saatchi ultimately decided to censor messages that were deemed to be inimical to the interests of their client.Thus, unlike the resistant possibilities that can emerge within alternative electronic media (Fung, 2002) , and despite the cyclical appearance of critical postings, instances of resistance to Adidas and its commercial discourse within Beat Rugby were temporary Scherer: Globalization, promotional culture and online games and, arguably, fleeting. However, as the creative director explained, the agency's censorship triggered additional commentary:
So you would go through and actually edit their messages in the message board and then you would get 50 more about Adidas being fascists and not letting the fans of the All Blacks say exactly what they think. So you had to be really careful about how you managed the community. (personal communication with Tom Eslinger, 13 March 2003) According to the lead designer, the creative team consequently attempted to minimize censorship:
We kind of tried to keep the moderation down to a minimum . . . if they were dissing the brand or using foul language, that was pretty much all we would moderate.You want them to feel free enough to communicate. (personal communication with Brian Merrifield, 18 April 2005) It is also important to note that such actions were spurred simultaneously by the ambitions and internal operating interests of Saatchi & Saatchi. Specifically, Saatchi & Saatchi had a vested interest in producing a secure and popular interactive commercial spectacle for Adidas, which in turn would enhance the agency's status and creative reputation in relation to the intense competition for clients and the 'ultimate accolades in the world of advertising' (Nava, 1997: 43) : the prizes and recognition awarded by peers and juries on the broader global advertising awards circuit. 4 Nevertheless, Saatchi & Saatchi's censorship of critical postings and ability to control the communicative code speaks to the obvious limitations of corporate websites and communication networks as sites of resistance. Moreover, it highlights the complicit role of cultural intermediaries in reproducing dominant discourses and, in this instance, sustaining the interests of global capital: a modest reminder of the corporate colonization of the internet (McChesney, 1999; Papacharissi, 2002; Poster, 1997) . Indeed, as Morley and Robins (1995) explain, these new electronic simulations and cybernetic networks are shaped and controlled by transnational capital; ultimately, it is their commodity flows and advertising spectacles that generate Baudrillard's (1988) 'ecstasy of communication'.
CONCLUSION
Beat Rugby was a unique and complex electronic promotional production that stimulated a range of consumption and communication experiences. Indeed, the value of such interactive spectacles is that they provide a branded and relatively secure environment through which corporations are constantly connected to premium consumers around the world within the new digital mediascapes.That is, consumers are no longer given simply the freedom to interpret the increasingly interactive commercial spectacle of New Media & Society 9(3) media culture (Kellner, 2003) , but are encouraged to inhabit and personally transform online sporting spectacles as part of their identities. As Holmes explains, 'personalization refers to the way we may now consume cultural commodities with such a degree of flexibility and choice that we experience the illusion of complete autonomy over those commodities ' (1997: 39) .
Consequently, it is important to acknowledge the affective power of the interactive spectacle with respect to the politics of identity, and its contribution to the fetishism of commodities (Jhally, 1990) .With respect to the first issue, while Beat Rugby was a distinctly gendered electronic experience, it also existed as a racialized spectacle that commodified Maori culture within the game's promotional trailer, which featured images of a Maori warrior that were extracted from a prior Adidas advertising campaign. As isolated simulations, arguably they accelerated the decontextualization, fetishism and stereotyping of Maori culture, thereby intensifying a racial Othering process (Said, 1978) to produce a 'catastrophe of meaning' (Baudrillard, 1994: 83) . In this instance, the specific catastrophe relates to the stereotypical construction of Maori as the primitive, hypermasculine, savage Black Other to be consumed, yet never encountered, by a western audience, effectively contained within the commercial medium of cyberspace. 5 With respect to the second issue, the interactive spectacle of Beat Rugby and its e-commerce capability further removes consumers from the context of production: in this instance, Adidas's questionable record on labour relations and use of labour in developing countries (Connor, 2002) , the corollary of Adidas's global branding strategies including its sponsorship of the All Blacks. Indeed, as new media technologies evolve in relation to a climate of corporate sign wars, it seems likely that the production of personalized and corporate cyberspectacles, the antithesis of the virtual public sphere, will continue to gloss over the inevitable inequalities and real outcomes of globalization.
